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1. Introduction
Mass transfer near the solid-liquid interface is a fundamental problem in crystal growth and
it is also a prerequisite for producing high-quality homogeneous crystals. It is desired that
the mass transport phenomenon in the liquid phase can be visualized simultaneously with
the growing interface. Such information is very helpful for the understanding of crystal
growth mechanism. But little is known about the direct connection between mass transport
and interfacial morphology in oxide crystal growth, mainly because it is technically difficult
to visualize interface growth with mass flow in the high-temperature environment.
In the present chapter of the book, we take high-temperature melt (or solution) growth of
oxide crystal as an example, to study the interfacial mass transport and its effect on the
interfacial morphology. Most of the results are based on the experiments performed in a
high-temperature in situ observation system developed by the authors (W. Q. Jin, et al.,
1993), which will be firstly introduced in the following. This system is designed specially for
visualizing and recording the mass transport as well as the growth process under the
condition of high temperature. After that we will show the typical buoyancy and Marangoni
convections in-situ observed in high temperature oxide melt in a loop-like heater. The effect
of convection on the thickness of interfacial boundary layer will also be demonstrated. Then,
we will discuss the diffusion-induced microconvection near the solid-liquid interface and
the mass transport in the boundary layer.
The next section is devoted to deriving the correlation between the mass transfer and the
interfacial morphology. After that, we shall see how external forces, such as magnetic field
and mechanical vibration, stabilize the unsteady convection. Coupled with the help of
external forces, effect of mass transfer near solid-liquid interface is optimized and then bulk
oxide crystals with high quality are obtained by vertical zone-melting technique or vertical
Bridgman growth technique. Finally, we will give a short summary and express our
acknowledgments.

2. High-temperature in situ observation system
Crystal growth is a dynamic process which is composed of the mass and heat transport and
interface kinetics. In this part, a high temperature in situ observation method coupling
differential interference microscope and the Schlieren techniques will be introduced. The
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kinetic and morphological behaviour of the growing crystals can be observed by the
differential interference microscope, and Schlieren technique is applied here to visualize
simultaneously convective flow in the liquid phase. Melting and growing of oxide crystal
taking place in high temperature up to 1400 °C can be observed and recorded by this
system.
Fig. 1 shows the photograph of the in situ observation system. The system consists of a
crystal growth part, a differential interference microscope coupling with Schlieren system,
and the controlling part.

Fig. 1. The photograph of the optical in situ observation system. a: differential interference
microscope coupling with Schlieren system; b: crystal growth part; c: optical light source;
d: mechanical controlling part
The crystal growth part consists of a growth cell, a digital volt meter and a stabilized DC
power supply. Fig. 2 shows the photo of the micro-floating-zone growth cell. A loop-like Pt
wire (φ0.2-0.5 mm) is employed to heat and suspend the oxide melt/solution. The
temperature of the loop is measured by a Pt-10%Rh thermocouple (φ0.08 mm). Temperature
fluctuations of less than ±1 °C are obtained for high temperature melts. Two V-typed
electrodes are used to prevent the loop from deformation at high temperature. For crystal
growth experiment, oxide material is firstly heated and suspended horizontally on the loop
heater to form a melt/solution film. The amount of the melt should be precisely adjusted so
that the upper and lower planes of the thin film of the liquid are parallel to each other.
Moreover, to avoid the contamination of the volatile materials, the top window in the
growth cell should be eccentrically placed and rotatable. Then nucleation and crystal growth
in two-dimensions are performed by decreasing the temperature of the loop heater.
A differential interference microscope is applied to visualize the crystal growth processes
from the melt/solution. Schlieren technique is coupled into the microscrope for visualization
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of mass flow. Fig. 3 shows the schematic of the Schlieren optical system includes two lens.
The fore lens L1 is used to form parallel rays, and a knife edge is placed at the rear focal
point of lens L2. Similarly, these parallel lights are also used to pass through the objective of
the optical system of differential interference microscope. If a knife edge is installed at the
rear focal point of the objective of the microscope, part of the light which has passed
through the ununiform region of the object will be refracted and shielded, and the Schlieren
effect can be obtained, i.e., the mass flow can be observed. So with this method, the growth
pattern and the mass transportation phenomenon can be visualized simultaneously. The
video from the microscope (through CCD) is recorded and visualized by the monitor. The
video signal can also be transferred digitally into a computer directly for further analysis.

Fig. 2. The photograph of the crystal growth cell. a: loop-shaped Pt wire heater; b: Pt-10%Rh
thermocouple; c: V-typed electrode

Fig. 3. Schematic figure of the Schlieren optical system. S: light source; L0, L1, L2: lens;
D0,D1: diaphragms; P: specimen; K: knife edge; P’: image of P
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3. Buoyancy and Marangoni convection in oxide melt
Buoyancy and thermal capillary convections (namely Marangoni convection) are the main
styles of mass transfer in melt especially for high temperature condition. In this section, the
typical steady buoyancy and Marangoni convections in the oxide melt/solution suspended
on the loop heater will be shown. The unsteady convective flows will be illustrated in the
section 6 of this chapter.
3.1 Buoyancy driven convection
Generally, buoyancy driven convection is in close correlation to the temperature distribution
in the liquid phase. Fig. 4 shows the typical temperature distribution in the horizontal
direction of the thin liquid film suspended by Pt loop. In the central portion of the loop, the
melt temperature gradient can be negligible. This region is called pure diffusion region as
indicated by sign A in Fig. 4. The situation has an advantage for studying interfacial kinetics
process with pure diffusion transport. But in the marginal portion of the heater, the
horizontal thermal gradient is significant, and this portion is called diffusion-convective
region as hinted by the sign B in Fig. 4. In this region, the growth may be controlled by the
buoyancy driven convection due to the higher temperature gradient. The width of diffusionconvective region depends on the loop diameter as well as on the thermophysical
parameters of oxide melt, such as the density, thermal diffusivity and viscosity.
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Fig. 4. Typical radial temperature distribution in the horizontal direction of the thin liquid
film suspended by Pt loop. D is the distance from the loop margin. Here the temperature
distribution profile is supplied for KNbO3 melt
Buoyancy driven convection can be visualized since Schlieren technique has been
introduced. However, quantitative measurement of flow velocity needs the help of some
tracing particles. Since some tiny crystals can be nucleated when the melt becomes
undercooled, the buoyancy driven convection can be indicated by observing the movement
of tiny crystals as described in the reference (W. Q. Jin, et al., 1993). As shown in Fig. 5, the
tiny crystals move from the margin to the center of the heater. This is typical buoyancy
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driven flow caused by the melt rising along the hot wall and descending in the center of
vessel which is heated from the side and cooled from the top surface. Fluid flow velocity
measurement shows that the momentum profile in the melt is similar to the thermal one. In
the central portion of the loop, the flow is steady because of low value of the applied
temperature gradient.

Fig. 5. The buoyancy driven convection indicated by the movement of tiny KNbO3 crystals
3.2 Marangoni convection
Marangoni convection is driven by the variation of surface tension along the free surface.
The temperature distribution along the azimuthal coordinate of the loop-like heater is
measured by our developed non-contact method (X. A. Liang et al., 2000), which is based on
the fact that dissolvability is one-valued function of the temperature. The result is shown in
Fig. 6. Here ΔTx=TB-TA. Clearly, the temperature along the free surface is not uniform, which
is caused by existence of thermocouple and other attachment. The side with thermocouple
on has a lower temperature.

Fig. 6. Temperature difference along the azimuthal coordinate of the heater
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Fig. 7 shows the streamlines of the steady Marangoni convection in the BaB2O4- Li2B4O7
melt-solution. Compared with the buoyancy driven flow in the oxide melt (Fig.5), the type
of Marangoni streamlines is quite different. The streamlines in Fig. 7 are concentrated at the
surface. This is observed by changing the focus plane of the object lens. As one can see, the
flow structure of Marangoni convection is of two symmetrical vortices, with one in the one
half of the loop and its mirror image in the other half. The flow direction is from the hot
point C to the cooler point A as shown in the inset of Fig.6. This is a typical pattern for
Marangoni flow induced by surface tension driven convection. Such convective pattern has
also been observed in KNbO3 melt film (W. Q. Jin et al., 1999). It should be mentioned that if
the temperature difference between the hot point C and the cooler point A exceeds some
critical value, the Marangoni convection may become unsteady, which has been proved in
our previous work (Y. Hong et al., 2004, 2005). Those cases are always undesired in crystal
growth because growth rate fluctuation as well as microscopic defects may occur, and
consequently the quality of the as-grown crystal is deteriorated.

Fig. 7. Steady Marangoni convection in the BaB2O4- Li2B4O7 melt-solution. The arrows
indicate the flow direction
3.3 Coupling of buoyancy and Marangoni convection
The relation between buoyancy and surface tension convection is investigated in the
convective region of the loop melt, since only within this region both convections exist
simultaneously. In this region, a typical helix flow can be observed as shown in Fig. 8(a) and
its schematic figure is drawn in Fig. 8(b). The velocities of the flow are divided into the cross
section through the diameter of the loop heater (Vd) and azimuthal direction along the loop
heater (Vθ), as shown in Fig. 8(c).
The flow velocity Vθ along the azimuthal direction of the loop due to the surface tension
effect may be estimated by balancing the surface tension force with viscous force (F. Ai et al.,
2009). This gives
⎛σ
⎞
⎛ b ⎞
Vθ = C ΔT ⎜ − Cσ ⎟ exp ⎜ −
⎟
⎝T
⎠
⎝ RT ⎠
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where C is a geometry-dependent factor, σ is the surface tension,Cσ is specific heat at constant
surface tension, b is a constant independent of temperature, and R is the gas constant.

Fig. 8. Helix flow in the loop (a), the corresponding schematic figure (b) and schematic
figure of the coordinates (c)
For oxide melt, by using typical values such as σ ~ 0.2 g/s2 , Cσ = 1.73×109 g⋅cm/s2⋅K and the
experimental data, the constants can be determined as C = 2.5×10-5 cm⋅s/g and b/R = 1/K.
Thus, from the temperature data measured, one can get the theoretical velocity along the
azimuthal loop direction (Vsθ) profile as shown in Fig. 9(a), which agrees with the
experimental data (Veθ). This means that the flow along the azimuthal loop is mainly driven
by Marangoni convection.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Comparison between experimental data Veθ and theoretical calculation Vsθ of
surface tension convection along the azimuthal direction of the loop-shaped heater; (b) The
velocities of buoyancy and surface tension convection along the radial direction of the loopshaped heater ( • Ved , > Vsd , r (Ved-Vsd ) , ∇ Vg )
By the similar calculation process mentioned above, the convection velocity Vd, which
results from the temperature difference along radial direction, can be calculated and profiled
in Fig. 9(b). It is obvious that the calculated surface tension flow velocity Vsd is less than Ved
obtained by experimental data. Based on an axial symmetry solution of Navier-Stokes
equation, the flow velocity Vg that is driven by buoyancy convection has also theoretically
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calculated and is also illustrated in Fig. 9(b). For comparison, the profile of (Ved-Vsd) is
simultaneously illustrated. Obviously, Vg agrees well with the profile of (Ved-Vsd). That is,
the difference between Ved and Vsd indeed results from buoyancy convection effect in
present system.

4. Interfacial boundary layer and microconvection during oxide crystal
growth
In crystal growth, interfacial gradients in velocity, concentration or temperature are often
summarily referred to as boundary layers. The concept of interfacial boundary layer
concerning of crystal growth has been thoroughly expounded by Franz Rosenberger (F.
Rosenberger, 1993). The domain of liquid can be subdivided into two regions. Inside the
boundary layer, the gradient is high, while out side the boundary layer, the gradient is
negligible.
4.1 Calculation of interfacial boundary layer thickness
One important and effective method for calculation of interfacial boundary layer thickness is
developed by the help of crystal rotation. In present high temperature in situ observation
system, the rotating growth of oxide crystal has been realized (W. Q. Jin et al., 1998; X. H.
Pan et al., 2008). Fig. 10 shows a typical process of BaB2O4 crystal growth with rotation in the
center of one toroidal Marangoni flow as depicted in Fig. 7. During the growth, the
Marangoni flow may be as a forced convection to rotate the tiny crystal.

Fig. 10. BaB2O4 single crystal growth process with rotation. The dark arrow shows the
direction of rotation and rotating velocity ω is 6 rad/s
The arrow in Fig. 10(a) illustrates the rotation direction, and the angular velocity ω is 6 rad/s.
The widths of the interfacial momentum, heat and concentration boundary layer are given
by following equations respectively. Where ν is the kinematic viscosity, κ is the thermal
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diffusivity, D is the mass diffusivity, P is the Prantdl number and S is the Schmidt number.
With ν = 40 mm2/s , ω = 6 rad/s, and the estimation of κ = 10-2cm2/s and D = 10-5cm2/s for
oxide melt (W. Q. Jin, 1997), one then obtain δυ = 9.2 mm, δT = 1.25 mm and δC = 0.12mm,
respectively.
⎛ν ⎞
δυ = 3.6 ⎜ ⎟
⎝ω ⎠

⎛ν ⎞
δT = 1.61 ⎜ ⎟
⎝ω ⎠
⎛ν ⎞
δC = 1.61 ⎜ ⎟
⎝ω ⎠

12

12

12

(2)

P − 1 3 = 1.61κ 1 3ν 1 6ω − 1 2

(3)

S − 1 3 = 1.61D1 3ν 1 6ω − 1 2

(4)

Fig. 11 shows the schematic comparison among concentration, velocity and temperature
distribution at solid-liquid interface of oxide crystal growth. It is obvious that there is a big
difference between the diffusivities for momentum, heat and species in the solution. The
magnitudes of δT and δυ are at least one order larger than that of δC. This indicates that the
thermal and momentum transition zone extends further into the fluid than the concentration
transitional region. Thus, in the concentration boundary layer, the flow velocity and
conductive heat flux are reduced to relatively small values and it is obviously meaningless
to discuss interfacial heat and velocity transport in oxide crystal growth.
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Fig. 11. Schematic comparison between δυ , δT and δC for BaB2O4 crystal rotated at 6 rad/s
One important parameter determining the thickness of interfacial boundary layer is the
rotating rate ω as indicates from equations (2) to (4). Since the driving force of crystal
rotation is the surface tension-driven flow caused by the horizontal temperature difference
∆T along the heater, the value of ω is consequently correlated with the strength of the
Marangoni convection. Here, ∆T is the temperature difference between the hottest point C
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and the coolest point A across the heater. The values of ω with various ∆T have been
experimentally measured as shown in Fig. 12(a). With a larger value of ∆T, the crystal
rotates faster and then a smaller width of concentration boundary layer is obtained. It
should be noted that present calculating method for boundary layer thickness is unsuitable
for the cases with too large or too small values of ∆T. In the former case the rotation is
unsteady, while in the latter case no obvious convection is visible due to the viscous force of
the melt.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. The dependence of rotating angular velocity on temperature (a) and the variation of
concentration boundary layer thickness δC versus Marangoni number Ma (b)
In general, the strength of Marangoni convection can be characterized by dimensionless
Marangoni number M a = σ T ΔTd /ηκ . Where σ T = dσ / dT is the temperature coefficient of
surface tension σ, d is the characteristic length of the liquid, η is dynamic viscosity and κ is
the thermal diffusivity. By taking d = 0.8 mm, σT = -0.06 dyn/cm•K, η = 0.16 Pa•s, and
κ = 10-2cm2/s, then the calculated concentration boundary layer thickness δC versus Ma is
plotted in Fig. 12(b). The thickness of concentration boundary layer is in inverse proportion
to the value of Marangoni number. It suggests that the concentration boundary layer is
suppressed by the enhancement of Marangoni convection. This is due to the fact that heat
and mass transfer is enhanced and therefore the interfacial diffusion field is weakened.
4.2 Microconvection within the boundary layer
Since in the central portion of the loop, the melt/solution temperature gradient along the
radial direction can be negligible, this has an advantage for studying the “pure diffusive”
mass flow. Fig. 13 shows the KNbO3 grains and the surrounding flow structure during
growth in the center of KNbO3/Li2B4O7 solution. One significant flow cell is observed
around each grain. Since such flow is usually restricted only in a narrow region of several
tens of microns near the solid-liquid interface, that is the size scale of grain, cell or dendrite,
it can be called the microconvection as described by Sahm and Tensi (P. R. Sahm and H. M.
Tensi, 1981).
The growth of the grains is restricted to each other. As a result, the growing rate of the
grains is much low which is helpful for velocity measurement of microconvection. The
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velocity of mass flow parallel to the solid-liquid interface (transversal flow) and that of flow
perpendicular to the interface (normal flow) are depicted as the solid lines in Fig. 14. Here,
the origin of coordinate axes is at the center of KNbO3 grain face as indicated in Fig. 13.
Since the growth of the grains is restricted to each other, the quenched solution retains their
situation in high temperature. And thus the solute concentration near the grain can be
examined microscopically by the electron-microprobe analyses.

Fig. 13. Growth pattern of KNbO3 solute grains in KNbO3/Li2B4O7 solution, showing the
existence of microconvection near the solid-liquid interface
In the absence of temperature gradient for a binary system in the solution growth, it is
rational to assume that the solvent is quantitatively rejected at the interface and the velocity
of solvent flow is zero (W. Q. Jin et al., 2005, 2006). Then the mass transport is mainly by
diffusive flux. Diffusion is in general understood as the component flux with respect to an
average velocity of the system. The total mass flux of solute KNbO3 in the binary system can
be expressed as
nK = ρKυK = ρ Kυ + ρ D∇WK

(5)

where ρK is component mass density of the KNbO3 solute, ρ is the total mass density, D is
binary diffusivity, WK=ρK /ρ is the mass fraction of component KNbO3, and υ is the mass
average velocity

υ=

1

ρ

∑ ρiυi

(6)

For the binary system in the solution growth, the solvent is quantitatively rejected at the
interface and the velocity of solvent flow is zero. So one obtain

υ ≈ ρKυK / ρ = WKυK

(7)

ρKυ = ρ K WKυK = nK WK

(8)

So the “convective” term in (5) is
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The flow in (8) is the so-called diffusion-induced bulk flow as described by Franz Rosenberger
(F. Rosenberger, 1983). Substitution of (8) in to (5) yields for the “purely diffusive” component
mass flux towards the growing crystal
nK =

ρD
1 − WK

• ∇WK

(9)

rather than the widely used
nK = ρ D • ∇WK

(10)

Furthermore, substitution of υK = υ / WK into (9), one obtains

υ=

D
• ∇WK
1 − WK

(11)

Then the mass average velocity of present system in two-dimensional treatment is
f

f ∂
f⎞
⎛ ∂
D
⎜ WK ( x , y )i + WK ( x , y ) j ⎟
∂y
1 − WK ( x , y ) ⎝ ∂x
⎠
f
f
≡ υ1 ( x , y )i + υ2 ( x , y ) j

υ(x , y ) =

(12)

By the experimentally measured KNbO3 concentration WK along the growing interface and
normal to the interface, respectively, the authors have got the calculated profiles of velocities
both along and normal to the solid-liquid interface during oxide crystal growth (W. Q. Jin et
al., 2006). This is indicated by the dotted line as υ1t ( x ,0) and υ2t (0, y ) in Fig. 14, which agrees
with the experimental profile data υ1e ( x ,0) and υ2e (0, y ) , respectively. It means that on
segregation at the interface, the solute diffusion-induced bulk flow is exactly nonzero and
can be detected experimentally.

Fig. 14. Comparison between experimental velocities of KNbO3 microconvection flow (solid
line) and theoretical calculation velocities of KNbO3 diffusion-induced bulk flow (dotted
lines): (a) parallel flow to the interface υ1 ( x ,0) ; (b) normal flow to the interface υ2 (0, y )
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5. Effect of mass transport on interfacial kinetics and morphological
instability
If only one single seed crystal is formed in the centre of the loop, it can grow larger because
no surrounding grains restrain its growth. At the initial stage of growth, the crystal size is
comparatively small. In this case, the growing solid-liquid interface is in the “pure”
diffusion region and the interfacial mass transport visualized by Schlieren technique is
shown in Fig. 15(a). However, the interfacial mass transport becomes different when the
solid-liquid interface enters the diffusion-convective region near the melt margin as
indicated in Fig. 15 (b). Here the mass transport is governed by the diffusive-convective flow
due to the significant temperature gradient.

Fig. 15. Morphology of the interfacial fluid flow for one single crystal growth

Fig. 16. The data plotted as V~ΔT for (100) face of KNbO3 in the pure diffusive region and in
the diffusive-convective region, respectively
To examine the influence of the mass transport on the interface growth kinetics, the growing
rate data plotted as V~ΔT are shown in Fig. 16 for two different flow states. The growing
rate in pure diffusive region can be described as V=1.1exp(-4.5×104/TΔT), while that in the
diffusive-convective region is expressed as V=0.59exp(-8.4×104/TΔT). These exponential
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functions indicate a growth mechanism by two-dimension nucleation. The experimental
data coincide well with the dotted curves predicted by the theory of two-dimension
nucleation. It can be seen that, at the lower supercoolings two-dimensional nucleation
growth has been obtained irrespective of the state of mass transport in the melt. However, at
the same supercooling, the discrepancy between the growth rates for two different states of
convection may be assigned to the buoyancy driven convection of the interfacial mass flow.
The best model to describe the growth kinetics of two-dimensional nucleation is the birth
and spread model (J. W. Cahn et al., 1964). According to this model, many nuclei occur on a
flat crystal surface, and the steps annihilate when they spread and impinge. The growth rate
V is given by
⎛ LΔT ⎞
V = V∞ ⎜⎜
2 ⎟
⎟
⎝ RTm ⎠

1/6

e ΔG */3KT

(13)

where V∝ is the velocity of a straight step, L is the latent heat of fusion per mole, Tm is the
melting temperature, and ΔG* is the thermodynamic potential barrier for two dimensional
nucleation.
The energy barrier ΔG* for this is given by the following equation (W. Q. Jin, 1983)
ΔG * =

πε 2Tm

(14)

LΔT *

in which ε is the free energy per unit length of a step and ΔT * is the threshold supercooling
for the growth of a flat surface. The values of ε and ΔG* have been calculated from the
experimental data for two different states of mass transport. The various results are
summarized in Table.1. On comparing these experimental results with the theoretical kinetic
equations (13) and (14), it is implicated that the growth kinetics is dependent upon the
convection flow through the two quantities ε and V∝.
mass transport state
pure diffusive
diffusive-convective

ΔT* (oC)
3.0
5.0

ε(J/m)
1.2×10-11
1.6×10-11

ΔG* (J)
6.3×10-19
7.0×10-19

Table 1. Data of ε and ΔG* of KNbO3 crystal growth for the (001) face in different mass
transport state
The mass transport in the melt may also have great effect on the morphological stability of
the growing crystal. In general, the solid-liquid interface during oxide crystal growth from
high temperature melt-solution is flat and smooth for its high melting entropy, and the
shape of single crystal is usually polygonal in two dimensions. However, the instability of
solid-liquid interface may occur when the mass transport becomes unsteady. This is
especially for the case of unsteady convection or rapid growth. Fig. 17 shows a typical
unsteady growth of BaB2O4 melt where significant cellular shape is observed for the solidliquid interface. Cellular growth and the resulted striations are usually found accompanied
with appearance of oscillatory or turbulent flows.
In case of high cooling rate the morphology of solid-liquid interface may also become
unsteady. The interfacial morphology instability has been in situ observed in the rapid
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Fig. 17. Cellular interface during BaB2O4 crystal growth indicating the occurence of
morphological instability
growth of BaB2O4 single crystal from high-temperature solutions (X. H. Pan et al., 2006,
2007, 2009), where skeletal shape of growing interface is obtained due to the reduction of
convective regime by rapid growth. Fig. 18 shows a typical microscopic morphology of
BaB2O4 single crystal. It is obvious that the interface is deformed and the crystal presents a
shape of snowflake. This kind of interface with the centre region depressed is the so called
skeletal shape. The formation of skeletal shape is the result of the extremely non-uniform
supersaturation in front of the interface owing to reduction of convective effect. The
concentration of solute can be examined by element detection with electro-microprobe
analysis when the solution is quenched as described in section 4.2. Unfortunately, the
quantitative data about interfacial concentration of BaB2O4 in the solution is impossible
primarily due to the existence of light element boron that can not be examined effectively
even by electro-microprobe technique.

Fig. 18. Skeletal morphology of BaB2O4 single crystal with high growth rate
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Morphological instability has also been obtained for KNbO3 grains (X. H. Pan et al., 2009).
Fig. 19 shows the microscopic morphologies of quenched KNbO3 grains observed by electromicroprobe, which are achieved under the condition of rapid solidification. Dendrite grows
in the central region of the melt indicating the appearance of morphological instability,
whereas crystal with smooth surface is observed in the quenched melt adjacent to the
periphery of the loop heater.

Fig. 19. Morphologies of KNbO3 grains in (a) the central region and (b) the marginal region
of the melt-solution observed by electron-microprobe
The instability of interfacial morphology is close by related to the solute distribution in front
of the solid-liquid interface. Fig.20 shows the concentrations of solute KNbO3 in the
quenched melt–solution near KNbO3 grains examined by electron-microprobe analysis.
Here, WKN is the experimentally measured mass fraction of the solute distribution in the
solution and r refers to the distance in the direction parallel to the interface with origin of xcoordinate axe being at the face centre. The point “▲” is for the grain obtained in the central
region while point “●” is for the grain obtained in the marginal region of the melt.
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Fig. 20. Solute distribution along the solid-liquid interface of KNbO3 grains in solution
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It is obvious that the solute concentration along the interface is uneven both for pure
diffusive and diffusive-convective regions which is in related with the specie supplies. In
terms of the Berg effect, the apexes of a polyhedral crystal are the best supplied regions and
the concentration along the crystal surface varies, being the lowest at the face centre. This is
the shape destabilizing factor. The shape stabilizing factor is connected with the anisotropy
in the surface growth kinetics. If the kinetic coefficient with its anisotropy is not sufficient to
compensate for the inhomogeneity in the concentration distribution over the growing
crystal face, the appearance of morphological instability in the crystal faces takes place. The
curves in Fig.20 indicate that not only the concentration difference between the centre and
corner of a KNbO3 grain face but also the concentration gradient along the face in the
convective region are lower than that in the diffusive region. This is attributed to the
enhanced mass transport and thus the improved homogeneity of solute concentration by
convection. As a result, morphological instability occurs more easily in the diffusive region
where dendrites are found whereas crystal in the convective region conserves a polyhedral
shape. This result indicates that, even underlying a very high cooling rate, flat interface may
still keep its shape in case of the existence of certain convection.
It should be emphasized from above results that, only steady convection is helpful for the
maintaining of flat interface during oxide crystal growth. Mass transfer governed by pure
diffusion or unsteady convection may leads to morphological instability of growing
interface, and thus deteriorate the crystal quality.

6. Mass transfer with external forces in oxide crystal growth
In crystal growth, steady convection is always desired because it is helpful for mass transfer
and thus provides an enhanced renewal of the melt/solution in the region near the
crystallization interface. However, when the temperature gradient gets larger enough, the
convective flow may become oscillatory or even turbulent, which inevitably gives rise to
generation of striations. In some cases, the unsteady flow may be suppressed by external
force such as rotation, vibration or magnetic field. In this part, some experimental results
will be given about the effect of external forces on mass transport during oxide crystal growth.
6.1 Suppression of oscillatory flow by transverse magnetic field in NaBi(WO4)2 melt
For oxide melt, oscillatory convection can be observed if the temperature gradient along the
loop heater gets large enough. Fig. 21(a) shows a typical unsteady flow pattern of
NaBi(WO4)2 melt. This pattern comprises one main trunk and the branches. The main trunk
oscillates with time, and the arrows I, II represent the range of oscillation. Fig. 21(b) shows
the schematic diagram of oscillatory pattern. The main trunk oscillates around the position
A with the amplitude as shown by the bi-directional arrow 1. The oscillatory frequency
reached about 10 Hz, and the amplitude was about 500 μm. Similar convective oscillations
have also been observed in KNbO3, BaB2O4 and Bi12SiO20 melts or solutions suspended on a
loop heater (Z. H. Liu et al., 1998; W. Q. Jin et al., 2004; Y. Hong et al., 2006).
When a 60 mT transverse static magnetic field is applied, the distinct attenuation of the
oscillation is observed and arrows III, IV represent the range of oscillation as shown in Fig.
22(a). The main trunk oscillates around the position A with the amplitude (~200 μm) as
shown by the bi-directional arrow 2 in Fig. 22(b), which is smaller than that as shown by
arrow 1. So the oscillatory amplitude of main trunk decreased when the magnetic field is
applied. The frequency of oscillation is measured to be about 4 Hz. This means that the
instability of convective flow has been effectively reduced.
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Fig. 21. (a) Oscillatory flow pattern in NaBi(WO4)2 melt, (b) The schematic diagram of the
flow pattern

Fig. 22. (a) Flow pattern in NaBi(WO4)2 melt under 60 mT transverse magnetic field, (b) The
schematic diagram of the flow pattern
In general, attention has seldom been paid to the growth of oxide single crystals in applied
magnetic fields since their electrical conductivity is extremely low even in the melt. It is
normally assumed that the effect of the magnetic field to be applied is negligible in an oxide
melt. However, above experimental result shows that 60 mT static magnetic field is strong
enough to affect the mass flow of oxide melt. It should be emphasized that the oscillation of
the thermocapillary flow could be completely suppressed by the 60 mT magnetic field if the
temperature difference applied on the loop decrease. The suppression of magnetic field on
the oscillation flow might be due to the Lorentz force induced by the interaction of
dissociated ions with magnetic field (W. Q. Jin, 2007).
6.2 Effect of rotating magnetic field on Bi12SiO20 crystal growth
In the following, the experiment results about bulk crystal growth by vertical zone-melting
technique (VZM) in a rotation magnetic field (RMF) shall be demonstrated. Here Bi12SiO20
crystal is selected as model material due to its excellent photorefractive and electro-optical
properties. More details about the RMF-VZM system is described in the reference (Y. Liu et
al., 2010).
Fig. 23 shows the photographs of the Bi12SiO20 crystals grown by VZM. The crystal in Fig.
23(a) is grown with 25 mT and 50 Hz RMF and the one in Fig. 23(b) is obtained without
RMF. A regular deep pattern with numerous curved lines is observed on the free surface
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(upper part) of the as-grown single crystal obtained with RMF in Fig. 23(c). It is simplified as
a schematic drawing in Fig. 23(d). Since such curved lines are observed only at the upper
part of the as-grown crystal, they are in correlated with the free surface at the top end of the
melt. By contrast with the same position of the single crystal grown in the normal condition
without RMF shown in Fig. 23 (b), no similar pattern can be observed on the free surface of
the same position. Therefore, it can be concluded that the appeared pattern is definitely
induced by the applied RMF.

Fig. 23. Bi12SiO20 crystals grown with (a) and without (b) rotation magnetic field, the regular
pattern (c) observed on the surface and its schematic drawing (d)
Optical microscopic observation reveals that the middle part of the crystal grown with RMF
has no growth striations. On the other hand, a large number of growth striations could be
clearly observed inside the crystal grown without RMF at the same position. This is due to
the appearance of steady forced convection in the melt induced by magnetic field. As a
result, the transport of heat and mass is enhanced and remains stable, and therefore the
crystallographic perfection could be improved.
6.3 Improvement of crystallographic perfection in Bi12SiO20 crystal by axial vibration
The authors have experimentally investigated the effect of axial vibration on the free surface
flows in a vertical Bridgman model under isothermal conditions (X. H. Pan, 2005a, 2005b).
Steady forced flows are obtained on the free surface of the liquid phase driven by pure axial
vibration. Based on this hinting, axial vibration is introduced into the Bi12SiO20 crystal
growth in our laboratory (Y. Zhang et al., 2008, 2009), in order to suppress the unsteady
thermocapillary or buoyancy convections. Some results are described in the following.
Axial vibration has been introduced in the growth of Bi12SiO20 single crystal by vertical
Bridgman technique. The frequency of the axial vibration applied is 50 Hz and its amplitude
varies. The quality of the Bi12SiO20 single crystal is identified by the high-resolution X-ray
rocking curves as shown in Fig. 24. It can be found that the crystal grown with 70 μm
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vibration has the strongest diffraction intensity and the smallest full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM), indicating the highest crystal quality. This means that crystallographic perfection
of oxide crystal can be effectively improved by axial vibration with proper amplitude.

Fig. 24. X-ray rocking curves of Bi12SiO20 crystals grown by vertical Bridgman method with
different vibration amplitudes
Fig. 25 shows the etch pit pattern of the as-grown Bi12SiO20 crystals by vertical Bridgman
method. The etch pit density of the crystal grown without vibration is about 4.8×104/cm2
(Fig. 25(a)). However, when an axial vibration of 70 μm amplitude is applied, the etch pit
density of the crystal grown with vibration is only 2.2×104/cm2 (Fig. 25(b)). This is attributed
to the enhanced mass exchange and the diminished radial temperature gradient in front of
the solid-liquid interface by vibration-induced forced convection.

Fig. 25. Etch pit patterns of Bi12SiO20 crystals grown without vibration (a) and with vibration
of 70 μm amplitude (b)

7. Summary and conclusions
The coupling of differential interference microscope and the Schlieren technique is an
effective method to visualize the mass transport simultaneously with the growing interface
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for oxide crystal growth. Besides the buoyancy and Marangoni convections induced by
temperature gradient, diffusion-induced micro-convection in the boundary layer also exists.
The style of mass transfer near the growing interface has great effect on the interfacial
kinetics and the interfacial instability. The mass transport governed by pure diffusion can
induce inhomogeneous concentration distribution along the growing interface of the single
crystal and thus leading to morphological instability, where dendritic or skeletal shape
occurs easily. Nevertheless, if the mass transport is governed by both convection and
diffusion, the faceted interfacial shape is easy to maintain. The mass transport can be
effectively improved by external forces such as magnetic field and vibration, and thus single
crystal with high crystallographic perfection can be obtained.
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